Why not, then, build a temple, not to God in that war—more senti-
mental than sense—but build a temple to man, appropriate to his uses as
a meeting place, in which to study man himself for his God's sake? A
modern meeting-house and a good-time place.
The pastor was a liberal. His liberality was thus challenged, his reason
was piqued and the curiosity of all was aroused. What would such a
building look like? They said they could imagine no such thing.
That's what you came to me for,' I ventured. CI can imagine it and I
will help you create it.' Promising the building committee something
tangible to look at soon—I sent them away.
The first idea was to keep a noble room for worship in mind, and let
that sense of the great room shape the whole edifice. Let the room inside
be the architecture outside.
What shape? Well, the answer lay in the material. There was only one
material to choose—as the church funds were §45,000—to 'church* 400
people in 1906. Concrete was cheap.
Why not make the wooden boxes or forms so the concrete could be cast
in them as separate blocks and masses, these grouped about an interior
space in some such way as to preserve this sense of the interior space, the
great room, in the appearance of the whole building? And the block-
masses might be left as themselves with no facing at all? That would be
cheap and permanent and not ugly either.
What roof? What had concrete to offer as a cover shelter? The concrete
slab—of course. The reinforced slab. Nothing else if the building was to
be thoroughbred, meaning built in character out of one material.
Too monumental, all this? Too forthright for my committee I feared.
Would a statement so positive as that final slab over the whole seem
irreligious to them? Profane in their eyes? Why? But the flat slab was
cheap and direct. It would be nobly simple. The wooden forms or moulds
in which concrete buildings must at that time be cast were always the
chief item of expense, so to repeat the use of a single form as often as
possible was necessary. Therefore a building, all four sides alike, looked
like the thing. This, reduced to simplest terms, meant a building square
in plan. That would make their temple a cube—a noble form in masonry.
The slab, too, belonged to the cube by nature. 'Credo simplicitatem*
That form is most imaginative and happy that is most radiant with the
aura or overtone of super-form. Integrity.
Then the Temple itself—still in my mind—began to take shape. The
site was noisy, by the Lake Street car-tracks. Therefore it seemed best to
keep the building closed on the three front sides and enter it from a court
to the rear at the centre of the lot. Unity Temple itself with the thoughts
in mind I have just expressed, arrived easily enough, but there was a
secular side to Universalist church activities—entertainment often, Sun-
day school, feasts, and so on.
To embody these with the temple would spoil the simplicity of the
room—the noble Room in the service of man for the worship of God. So
I finally put the secular space designated as 'Unity House', a long free
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